Introduction
Article [1] put forward the concept of valuated binary tree and declared it to be a new approach to study integers. Article [2] continued listing several new properties of old integers based on the valuated tree, including symmetric property of nodes, symmetric common divisor between root-node and its descendant nodes. Based on the two articles, articles [3] discovered genetic traits of odd numbers and proposed a method to factorize odd numbers. Look into the three articles, it is can see that the symmetry plays key role in the whole valuated binary tree. This article continues revealing two more symmetric properties of odd numbers.
II. Definitions, Notations and Lemmas
Let be an odd number; the N (0,0) 3 N ≥ (0,0) -rooted binary tree, denoted by ,is defined in [1] . This article continues using the symbols and notations that were used in [1] . The following lemmas are from [1] and [2] . be an odd prime and be integer; suppose ; then the following conclusions hold
Proof. Since the case is just the case of Lemma xx, here only prove the case . 
